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On Two Definitions of Measurable 

and Locally Measurable Operators. 

CARLO CECCHINI (Genova) (*) 

Sunto. — In questo lavoro vengono confroniate le due diverse definizioni di 
operatore misurabile rispetto ad un’algebra di von Neumann semifinita 

date da Segal e¢ da Nelson e le loro estensioni, che forniscono la nozione 

di operatore localmente misurabile. Vengono date condizioni mecessarie 

e sufficienti per U'equivalenza di queste definizioni e, per quella di Nelson, 
viene studiata la dipendenza dalla particolare traccia definita sull’ algebra 
di von Neumann. 

Section 1. 

‘Two different definitions of a measurable operator with respect 

to a semifinite von Neumann algebra 2 on which a normal, semi- 

finite faithful trace tr is defined have been given by Segal [1] and 

Nelson [2]. The former is pureley algebraic and coincides with the 

usual one for the I=(I") case, while the latter depends on the par- 

ticular trace tr; on the other hand it seems better suited for the 

generalization of the theory to the case of weights. The first part 

of this note is denoted mainly to a comparison of the two defini- 

tions. In the second part we consider the definition of a locally 

measurable operator given by Yeadon [3], which is an extension 

of the notion of measurable operator according to Segal, and com- 

pare it with the corresponding extension of meagurability according 

to Nelson. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

equivalence and find they are very often met. Moreover the second 

definition does not depend on the particular trace chosen. We 

only warn that alla traces considered in the following will be faithful 
normal, and semifinite. All von Neumann algebras will be supposed 

semifinite. | 

(*) This work has been partially supported by the GNAFA and the 
Laboratorio per la matematica Applicata.
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The problems treated arose during a seminar held in Perugia 

by L. Accardi, to whom we are grateful for stimulating this work. 

For all basic definitions and results not explicitly recalled in 

the sequel, we refer to [1] and [3]. 

Section 2. 
| 

(2.1) DEFINITION. — A closed operator T affiliated with a von 

Neumann algebra 2 will be called S-measurable with respect to A 

if its domain is strongly dense with respect to 9A (see [1], det. 2.1). 

(2.2) DEFINITION. — A closed operator T affiliated with a von 

Neumann algebra A on which a trace tr is defined is called N-meas- 

urable with respect to tr (or tr N measurable) if it lies in the closure 

of 9 in the measure topology defined in [2], at the beginning of 

paragraph 2. 
Any closed densely defined operator I has polar decomposition 

T= U|T|. If T is affiliated with a von Neumann algebra 2, Ue 

co 
A 

and if |T| = (2 dE, the spectral projections t= | dB, of |T| are in 2. 

0 
0 

(2.3) LEMMA. — Let T be a closed densely defined operator affiliated 

with a von Newmann algebra 2%. Then T is tr-N-measurable iff 

tr (5) < co for some A, and T 4s S-measurable ¢ff ty 4s algebrically 

finite for some A. 

PROOF. — The first part of the lemma is proved in [2], at the 

end of paragraph 2, and the proof of the second part is similar. 

(2.4) PROPOSITION. — Let A be a von Neumann algebra and tr a 

trace on N. Then all tr-N-measurable operators with respect to A are 

S-measurable with respect to A. 

PROOF. — By lemma (2.3), first statement, there is & 4 such that 

tr (i+) < co. Since tr is faithful, this implies ¢5 is algebrically finite 

for the same A and hence by lemma (2.3), second statement, T 18 

S-measurable. 

(2.5) PROPOSITION. — Let be a von Neumant algebra, tr a trace 

on NA and T a S-measurable operator. Then T is also tx-N measurable 

iff there is a projection P in 9 such that tr P<Cco and T Pt is 

bounded. 

PROOF. — Since the sum of two tr N-measurable operators with 

34
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orthogonal support is tr N measurable, and TP is S-measurable 
and bounded and therefore in and so tr N measurable, we can 

assume P=1 in the if part of the proposition with no loss of 

generality. Then, if tr1 << oo, we have tri; =1trl < oo and so by 
lemma (2.3) I is tr N measurable. 

To prove the only if part of the proposition, we apply again 

lemma (2.3) and take P = #3 for an index A for which tr (57) << co. 

(2.6) PROPOSITION. — Let A be a von Neumann algebra, tr, and tr, 
traces on UA, and T a tr-N-measurable operator. Then T 48 also try-N- 
measurable iff there is a projection P in UA such that TP is bounded 
and for all projections QP, we have tr,Q << co =>tr,Q < oo. 

PROOF. — As in proposition (2.5) we can assume, with no loss of 
generality, P= I in the if part of the proposition. Then tr, (f;) < co 
for some A by lemma (2.3) and therefore tr, (ff) < co and T is 
tr, N measurable applying the same lemma. On the other hand, 
if the condition in the statement is not satisfied, this means that 

for all 2 there is a projection @, such that Q,<#; and tr,Q,= co. 
Then tr,#; = co and, again by lemma (2.3) T is not tr, M meas- 

~urable. 

(2.7) LEMMA. — Let P be a projection tn a von Neumann algebra 2, 

such that tr P= oo, with tr a trace on A. There is then an infinite 
sequence {P,},_, of orthogonal subprojections of P such that tr P,<< co 

for all m and tr > P,= oo. 
C on=1 

PROOF. — We prove first by induction that for each n there 
Is a partition §, w=0,1,...) of P in »- 1 orthogonal projec- 

tions {7,, wy Po, P— > P| such that 1 <tr P< co for §=1, ..., 1. 
i=1 

We can set Py= {P}. Let us assume now ¢, exists; obviously 

tr (P—32) = 00, but because of the semifiniteness of the trace 
1=1 n 

the projection P— 2 P; is the supremum of projections with finite 
f=1 n 

trace. There is therefore a projection P,.,< P— > P, such that 
1<trP,; < co. i=1 

Then the partition §,., of P defined by 17, coos Puy Pry Pry, 
n+1 

P—3 P| satisfies all our conditions. 
n=1 

It Is easy now to check that the sequence of projections {P,} 
obtained by taking the n-th projection from the partition TF, sat- 
isfies the conditions in the statement,
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(2.8) THEOREM. — Let 2 be a von Neumann algebra and tr, tri, Tr: 

traces on A. Then tr N-measurability and 8 measurability with respect 

to A are equivalent iff all algebrically finite projections have fimtte 

trace; tr,-N measurability and tr N measurability are equivalent iff 

tr, P< oo <tr, P< oo for all projections in A. 

PROOF. — By proposition (3.4) tr N measnurability implies S meas- 

urability. On the other hand, if all algebrically finite projections 

have finite trace, for any closed densely defined operator T' affiliated 

with 9 the conditions stated in proposition (2.5) are met, with 

P—0 and therefore § measurability implies tr N measurability. 

Conversely, let P be a finite projection in 9 with tr P= oo, and 

{(P,},: be a sequence as in lemma (2.7). Since P is finite, 80 18 

S P,< P and each of the P,: Let I'= S uP, T is obviously closed 

n=1 
n=1 | 

and affiliated with 9. Moreover T' is S-measurable by lemma (2.3) 

since tr< 3 P, for every A and is therefore finite. 
n=1 

0 

It is not tr-N measurable, again by lemma (2.3) since tj > ik 

0 
n= 

for A> N —1, and try P,= oo for all Ne. 
n=N 

| 

In order to prove the second statement it is enough to prove 

that tr,-N measurability implies tr, N measurability iff tr, P< co => 

— tr, P < oo for all projection P in 2. If tr, P< oo = tir, P << 09; 

then for all tr,-N-measurable operators T proposition (2.6) applies, 

with P= I and so tr, IV measurability implies tr, N measurability. 

On the other hand, let P be such that tri P< oo but tr, P< oo 

and {P,}>, a sequence as in lemma (2.7). Then the operator 

T= P, is tr,-N measurable but not tr, N measurable by lemma 

n=1 

(2.3) since it is affiliated with 9, densely define and closed, tr;ty<< 

<tr; $ P,<tr,P<oo for all 4, but tr, tr > tr 3 P, for 2>N—1. 

n=1 
n=N 

(2.8) EXAMPLES. — a) If A 1s 2 semifinite factor, then tr N meas- 

urability and S measurability are equivalent, since if a projection P 

in a factor ig finite then tr P << co. Also N measurability does not 

depend on the particular trace considered, since two traces differ 

only by a multiplicative constant. 

b) Let % = L°(R), and tr be the usual Lebesgue measure on R. 

Then fe L®(R) is S-measnrable-ift # is measurable in the ordinary 

sense as a function (see [1], theorem 9), but is is tr N¥ measurable 

if it is measurable as a function and bounded in neighbourhood 

of infinity. 
|
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Section 3. 

(3.1) DEFINITION. — A closed densely defined operator T' affiliated 

with a von Neumann algebra 2 is S-locally measurable if there 
exist projections @, in the center 3 of 9 such that Q,}I and 79, is 

S-measurable for each x. 

(3.2) DEFINITION. — A closed densely defined operator T' affiliated 

with a von Neumann algebra f on which a trace tr is defined is 

tr N locally measurable if there exist projections @, in 3 such that 
Q.}M and TQ, is tr N measurable for all x. 

(3.3) REMARK. ~ Definition (3.1) is due to Yeadon [2, def. 2.2], 

who gives also four more equivalent conditions [2, th. 2.1]. Defini- 
tion (3.2) is the corresponding definition from the point of view of 

N-measurability. It is straightforward to verify that the conditions 
corresponding to the four conditions given by Yeadon are again 
equivalent to def. (3.2). It is also easy to see that while tr IV meas- 
urability implies local tr N measurability, the converse is not true, 
with examples similar to the example at the end of [4]. It is imme- 

diate that |7T'| is locally N measurable iff T' is locally N measurable. 

(3.4) PROPOSITION. — Local N measurability implies local S meas- 

urablity. 

Proor. — If T is tr N locally measurable there is a sequence of 

central projections Q, as in def. (3.2). But if 7Q, is tr N measurable 

it is also S measurable by prop. (2.4) and so the same sequence 

satisfies the requirements. 

(3.3) THEOREM. — Local S measurability and local tr N measur- 

ability are equivalent for a von Neuman algebra A on which a trace tr 
is defined iff PU has a countable decomposable center, where Py; 48 
the maximal central projection im UA such that Pu ¢s type II. 

ProoOF. — Local tr N measurability always implies local § meas- 
wrability by proposition (3.4). 

To show the if part of the thesis let us first show that if 2 is 

either type I, or it has a countably decomposable center the thesis 
is satisfied. | 

Let 2 be type I, and T an S measurable operator. Then there 

is a finite projection P in 9 such that 7(I — P) is bounded; it is 
therefore possibile to assume I finite with no loss of generality, 

and therefore n € IN.
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There is then a family of orthogonal abelian projections {F Yi=1 

n 

in 9, with SF,=1 and Cp = 7 for all 4, where Cy, 18 the central 

i=1 

carrier of F'.. 

Let us set TF,= T, and call Cn the central carrier of the 

spectral projection (t;)y. Set C,= (I — Cpr) — Cp) — Cnas)- 

We claim that Cx} and that T7(, is bounded for oll A-Obviously 

Oye is central for all A. Indeed, for a axed i we have C0 because 

1 n 
n 

Cold = SF; 0p=2 Vil Cor=3 Vit); and (£,)E|0 for 4 —>00 

j=1 j=1 
i=1 

where V; is the partial isometry with initial projection F; and final 

projection F';. 

This implies I — CuI for all I, and sO CAI. We also have 

ITs] = | TT — Cuan) — Cas) (I — 0,0) = | 

] | 

_— I > [TF (I— Cun)
 — Cx) coe (I — Ou) < 

i=1 

n 

< STF — Cur) — Cor) oo (I — Car) < 

1=1 

n 
n 

’ 

2 3 rE — On) = ZITAT — Cul = 
i=1 

i=1 

n 

n 

= 2 | TI — tn = | Z(t) < 2. = 
oo 

= pA << 00. 

Obviously ZCx is then tr N measurable and so the projections Ca 

meet the requirements of def. (3.2) and T'1s locally tr N measurable. 

If T is not § measurable, but locally § measurable, let Q™ be 2 

sequence of central projections in 9 ag in def. (3.1). Then TQ®= TI" 

is S-measurable and, using the preceding paragraph, also locally 

tr N measurable. 
oo o 

There is then for each k 2 sequence Of central projections Q; 

in 9 such that {Q¥}=,1Q® and T,Q™ is tr N measurable for each k 

and I. 

Tt is easy to check that the sequence of projections {05-1 

satisfies then the conditions in def. (3.2) and therefore T' 18 locally 

tr N measurable. | 

T.et now UA be a finite von Neuman algebra with & countably de- 

composable center. We first note that, because of the semifiniteness of 

the trace, it is possible to find a countable family {@r}r-1 of ortho-
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gonal projections in the center of A such that trQ,< co for each % 

and > P,=1. If T is a locally S measurable operator in A, there 
k=1 

is again a sequence {C,};=; of central projections in such that TC, 
is § measurable and C}I. 

n 

Let us set P,= (Se) 0,.. We clain that the projections P, 
k=1 

satisfy the conditions in def. (3.2) and therefore T' is locally tr N- 
measurable. 

Obviously the P, are central projections in 9 and 

n+1 n 

(Prp— Po) = (20s) Cun 30s) Ou= 
1 =] 

n 

— Qria Cis +2 Qu(Crpr— C,) >0 y 
=] 

and so the P,-s form an increasing sequence. n 

It is now easy to check that P,4I and since tr P, = tr > 0:) 0< 
n n k=1 

<tr > 0s) = > tr (Qs) < co, by theorem 2.7. S-measurability and 
k=1 k=1 

tr N measurability are equivalent on AP, and so ITP, is tr N meas- 

urable for all P. 

We can end now the proof of the if part of the theorem by 

noticing that in a general von Neumann algebra with the properties 

stated in the statement, there are central projections Q; (¢ € NN), Q,, 

and ¢_;, such that AQ, is type I;, AQ, has a countably decomposable 

center, AQ_, is type I, and > Q,= I. 
i—1 

If T is locally S measurable, then so is TQ, (bk =—1,0,1,2,...) 
for all k and then, by one of the preceding paragraphs, also locally 

tr N measurable. 
Let for % fixed {Q;} be a sequence of central projections in 

such that {Q31Q, and QT = @; 7; is tr I measurable. It is easy 
l 

again to check that the sequence P,= > @, satisfies the properties 
k=1 

| in def. (3.2) and T is locally tr N measurable. 
Let now 2 be a type IT von Neumann algebra with uncountably 

decomposable center. Let {@Q.}.cq be a family of uncountably many 

central projections in Uf and P, a finite subprojection of @« for each. 

Then P= } P, is a finite projection in ¥ and PAP is a type 1I; 
von Neumann algebra with uncountably decomposable center. 
Therefore we can assume, with no loss of generality, that 2 is 
type II, in building our counterexample. Let us now define by
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induction a sequence of projections (P,} in A bY setting Po=90 
n 

n+l 

and Ppa a projectio
n such that Pr1<

 I - > Py and. Ppa 
I - S P;. 

oo 
k=1 

E=1 

The operator T = » nPn 18 clearly S measurable, since it 18 

n=0 

00 

clearly closed, densely defined, offliated with 2 and r= Pp<1 

which is finite. 
fo=mn 

On the other hand let {Cajn=1 P& 30 sequence Of central ortho- 

gonal projections in 9 such that S Oy= I. For at least one I; there 

. 
K=1 

) 

1s an anconntable family {Cilaes of orthogonal central subprojec- 

tions of C,, since A has an ancountably decomposable center. 

Then TC, is not tr N measurable by lemma (2.3), since QL = 

== (3P))0r0 and therefore tr Qi*#£ 0 for all n and o«, which 

j=n 

implies trl = tr» Qn = Str (Qs) = °° since the summands are 

acd aed 

uncountably many and all different from zero. But this implies T 

is not locally tr N measurable, since, if it were so, we could find a 

sequence Q,= Cni1— Cn of orthogonal central projections in 9 such 

that > Q,=1I, if the sequence O, has the properties in def. (3.2) 

(3.7) THEOREM. — In a von Neumann algebra A the notion of local 

tr N measurability is not dependent on the trace. 

PROOF. — Let try and tr, be traces on 9[. Let us suppose first T 

tr,-N measurable. Then by lemma (2.3) for a certain A we have 

tr, (13) < oo. But this implies 20g: to have a countably decomposable 

center, if Og is the central carrier of the projection t=. Then, T 

is locally tr, N measurable, since T0%eAC-T, which is a von Neu- 

mann algebra with countably decomposable center and therefore 

on AC local try N measurability and local tra NV measurability 

bounded. 

| If T is locally try N measurable, there is a sequence Q, of central 

projections in 2 sach that @.}1 and TQ, is try N measurable. Then 

TQ, is locally tr. N measurable. Let QF be a sequence of central 

projections in A «ich that QQ, and TQ" is try N measurable. 

It is immediate to check that the sequence QF converges mono- 

tonically to the identity and TQ: is try IV measurable. So T is 

locally tro N measurable.
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